Off the Campus..."Glamour-Dealers"

The story of two young men who have expected a glimpse of the great... "Glamour-Dealers"

The International Student and Abroad—"The International Student"... take a look at the "Spectator", an experienced by glimpsing through the colorful National Geographic.

Humoristic and important personages.

Off the Campus..."Glamour-Dealers"

This Week by Betty Parker

... On the Campus

Crawfords says everything is snapshot for formal opening of Thurmond hall.

Winthropians will soon get settled in their new home—on the campus.

Dean Robinson will swing out for his winter's task of organizing the student body. Boost the athletic association by going and supporting the football game.

Penny Pincher recipe appears on page two. It's perfect for your cooking season...it's in your cookbook. (Page 2)

... Off the Campus

Mayor J. E. Croom will address the students at the close of the conference. A girl wishes to discuss a problem with the head of the department.

That knowledge is greatest in... the average score was high. Sophomores last year indicate a marked partiality to fine arts.

The charts on Clio hall reporter board will show the results of the selection and program plans are in order.

The chart on Clio hall reporter board will show the results of the selection test.

Dean Hudson will place detailed plans for the "University Christian Mission". Mr. Kelly will place detailed plans for the "University Christian Mission".

Mr. Kelly will place detailed plans for the "University Christian Mission".

Annual Pep Meet Set For November 11

Results of tests taken by the sophomores last year indicate that the average score was highest on the fine arts test and that the average Winthrop sophomore rated 75 percent national on this test.

The annual pep meet will be held at the campus theater...fine arts test and that the average Winthrop sophomore rated 75 percent national on this test.
WHITNEY N. Y. A. Seniors Offer Night Lessons in Two Fields

Whitney looks covet on Tuesday and Thursday evenings when 134 men and women climb to second floor Main building or cross the campus to Thornhill dorm to have more night classes taught by N. Y. A. seniors. This evening instruction is in the nature of post-graduate work for 27 men and women who are college graduates. Forty-three men and twelve of the 134 enrolled have attended high school and 91 are high school graduates.

These super-schools attend night classes for one of two reasons: for personal use or to increase occupational efficiency in order to advance from present position. And these students have a variety of jobs—111 of them are housewives, office workers, teachers, students, engineers, librarians, editors, "back room" finishers, and many from round and about Rock Hill.

According to Harold Gilbreth, the majority of these students enrolled are taking shorthand and typing, although quite a few are taking courses in sewing, interior decoration, and personal grooming under the direction of Miss Sarah Cameron, head of the home economics department.

The limit of students varies from 15 to 50, but the average is between 25 and 30 years of age, according to Mr. Gilbreth. Assisting in instruction are four seniors and juniors: Ellen Thompson, Pat Moore, Louise Young, and Phyllis Wilkerson.

Our advertisers are our best supporters. Trade with them. Mail your "Johnsonian" home when you're read it.

---

The Campus Town Hall

---

The Surprise Gift of A.I.L.

---

The Succest Gift of All...

---

FLOWERS! Were Flowers through authorized F. T. D. membership shop

---

KIMBALL'S Phone 387 190 E. Main

---

How to Win Boy-Friends and Influence Stg-Lines

---

By Dale Dorothy Clix

Dear Miss Clix: My brother, a sophomore at X, College, is looking for a suitable for his friends over to our school and introducing them to me. But, oh, Miss Clix, they seem so much better-looking than my brother who, but just 300-pce accurately, I'm most apt to dislike my features. What do I do?

Dear "Agnostic": Say just one thing. Miss Clix, you realize what's wrong, but you can't tell him. It's a drama, you see. You're your father's daughter, and he's in the living room with your mother. He'll get the gripes, and I know that's why you'll be at home at night, it's eighty, half the senior class at home. You're going to get married, you see, so get married. It's all because of the gripes, and if you look a certain way, just to make it easier, and I mean to keep their mother's care and keep them happy, you see, the whole matter is just the same as a fashionable shade of nail polish. So, whatever you decide to bring on the Wild Game Night, just remember to be careful, and you'll do what your mother wants.

And now, dear, read the next COLUMN CAREFULLY!
Briefly Speaking of People and Things

Johnson and Russell End Play
Dr. Eliza Johnson and Mrs. Helen R. Russell attended a performance of Paul Green's "The High and the Holy." Iola J. Davis left Thursday for the representation of the Library.

Kelly to New York
Kelly will be in New York from Tuesday until Sunday. He is to attend the fifth annual meeting of a number of persons interested in testing the validity of this meeting sponsored by the committee on measurement and guidance of the American Council on Education.

Facts About New York

Dr. William Scott, director of the New Organ, was in New York, where he will attend also the fifth annual meeting of a number of persons interested in testing the validity of the tests. There is an interconnection meeting sponsored by the committee on measurement and guidance of the American Council on Education.

College Dinners Figure "Colonel Pete"

The new pipe organ which was specially designed for the conservatory auditorium and has been recently installed is composed of 120 pipes, 16 stops, and a set of 20 Dragon chimes. If all the wires in the several cables were placed end to end, they would extend a distance of nine miles.

Superintendent of the State Teacher's association in Columbia Philips and Berlin also joined in a series of talks on "Life of Christ," as a Saviour," at Wednesday evening. "W.T. S.\n
Dr. Goggans has recently been appointed chairman of the Red Cross Committee of Winthrop faculty and students. The Homecoming event for which Florence Andrews will make some of the garnishes for the Red Cross. The work for this committee can not be completed early in December.

Peter Featured At Informal Recital

Dr. Peter played for music majors and guests at an informal recital Saturday night in the small auditorium. He played the piano, the French horn, the violin, and the guitar.
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Naudain Favors Draft For Men and For Nation

By ELLEN BELL

Dr. Glenn G. Naudain thinks the draft is a good thing for both nations and men drafted, but he does not want to see the United States become the militarized unit that Germany became.

Economically, Dr. Naudain pointed out, the draft will have the immediate effect of retarding unemployment. Especially will this occur in industries making for uniforms—will go up. Generally, the price of cotton—to be used for uniforms—will eventually cause a great depression.

As for the political aspects of the draft, Dr. Naudain said the decrease in production and increase in consumption will eventually cause a great depression. As the political aspects of the draft, Dr. Naudain said the east is more a favor of conscription.

"I am not a pacifist," Dr. Naudain explained, "but I am hoping that we can avoid another war by supplying England and China with all the materials that they need, for should Germany win and we have to face them alone, it will be hard.

On the question of marriage and the draft, Dr. Naudain said the decrease in production and increase in consumption will eventually cause a great depression. As the political aspects of the draft, Dr. Naudain said the east is more a favor of conscription.

He was a "rat" from the Times. Remember, he was a Winschup junior, leaving school after a day of shopping. The usual minor remarks passed between them. "What school do you attend—what year are you?" and so forth. Then he casually asked if she knew the girl who had realized forty "rat" actions.

"The reason I ask," smiled the Winschup freshman, "is because I'm one of the many who has to write a rat letter to a certain Winschup rat for one of our seniors. She's such a girl that Polly Califf's "Jack Pot"

Campus Faculty Believes That U. S. A. Will Be Fashion Center

Opinions of those on the campus who sought to know besides, that America has a chance to become the fashion center of the world, Miss Crystal Theodore of the art department holds that the practical fashions of the American designer may soon capture the public eye, which has so long been held by the fashions created by Parisian couturiers.

In Miss Florence Andrews' opinion common sense shows that the free designs long shown by the native talent of America natural quality is for a lead position in the world of fashion.

"The last world war," points out Miss Sarah E. Cragwall, of the home economics department, "awoke in the United States an interest in designing." The capture of forty Utters in one day. Mewi ed her correspondence by a June.
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MISS AMERICA
SHOW YOUR COLORS
RED — WHITE — BLUE
PATRIOTIC ANKLETS
20¢ pair
J. N. NEWBERRY CO.

CHRISTMAS CARDS AND READER’S DIGEST
The Alumnae Association is taking orders for Christmas cards and sending in subscriptions for The Reader’s Digest again this year. Come in to the alumnae offices to see our samples. We will appreciate your orders.

We have an arrangement with a local firm to turn out our cards. Miss Brownlee has chosen a number of attractive samples which we have on display in the alumnae office. We are happy to give you the following information: 3.50 for a standard set of 100 cards, 5.00 for a special gift set of 300 cards. There is a choice of 10 different designs, each with an attractive envelope. Miss Brownlee is happy to show you the cards on display in the alumnae office. Miss Lee Russell will be ready to take your orders.

Miss Lee Russell was also happy to announce that Miss Brownlee will give an additional discount to alumnae members who join the organization. The discount is 25% off the regular price of the cards.

We encourage our alumnae members to take part in this year’s subscription drive for The Reader’s Digest. The more cards and subscriptions we can sell, the better it is for our organization.

Add Zest to Your Daily Life
Chew Delicious
DOUBLIMENT GUM
Discover for yourself this easy way to get a bigger kick out of daily activities. Chew Doubliment Gum and enjoy:

- A healthy, meaty, daily habit that relieves pent-up nervous tension.
- A healthy, meaty, daily habit that relieves pent-up nervous tension.
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You know how much fun it is to chew. Well, there’s extra fun coming up soon. Enjoy Doubliment Gum and enjoy enjoying lots of delicious, loop-lasting flavor.
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YOU KNOW HOW MUCH FUN IT IS TO CHEW. WELL, THERE’S EXTRA FUN COMING UP SOON. ENJOY DOUBLIMENT GUM AND ENJOY ENJOYING LOTS OF DELICIOUS, LOOP-LASTING FLAVOR.
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**Arrround the Training School**

by MARY CLAIRE PINKERTY

**Make It So**

Mr. Wells's biology class has a test on a Monday, observation and recordings in Mr. Fiddlin's pasture.

**Second Section**

The second issue of the **Referee** is due to appear next Friday. If it's as good as the first, don't worry from it.

**Parenting**

"Jacked Up" by Dr. Glenn M. Naudain spoke to the students last week on his recent trip to Alaska.

**Quarter Performance**

A number of quarters are reported as people on the group to receive instruction in the course of the next month.

**Harriet Anne Fore, 17, Class of '44**

Harriet Anne Fore, 17 year old Whitstop freshman from Latta, was recently appointed to the Clio campus for homecoming day at home and intern in the Clio domain.

**Practice Day**

Practice days are as follows: Monday, November 1, Tuesday and Thursday, juniors Monday and Tuesday and seniors Wednesday and Friday, is open to all classes.

**Five Sociology Majors To Conference**

Five senior sociology majors will attend the Conference, which will be held in the North Carolina Social and Conference, New York Sunday, November 1, and Monday and the round table and the Board table will be held.

**Dr. Henry Hill Grace**

Dr. Henry Hill Grace was the speaker of the Conference of Church of Detroit, Michigan.

**TREAT THE FAMILY THIS WEEKEND**

**Foot Fling**

A firm showing football light in 1929 will be forthcoming.

**Sociology Center**

A number of interested persons are reported to be people to receive instruction in the course of the next month.
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The Recreation Roundup

**Sports and Fun on the Campus**

By CATHERINE BAILEY

Sorority officers, talking about the "Fair"—
Fresheaters, sorority members, Horsemen, and the freshmen were there.

But the best we who were left here could do was invade the county fair grounds and content ourselves with eating hot dogs and cotton candy—dancing pencils in the ring and getting ourselves tossed around on the ride and other bump vehicles. The urge for excitement pricked hard; prompted feminine shrieks and yells at the operators to go faster—resulted in tangled hair and a longing for more.

And toward supper time, girls in dusty navy plodded back to a camp to be held at King's home economics supervisor. Miss Mary York, Miss Alma Bente-son, state superintendent of agriculture, Miss Virginia Black, Frances Payne, and Helen Harriss, mathematics majors. The Winthrop convention.

To Report Monday

Sarah Shirley was elected secretary of the constitutional convention at the joint meeting of the body last Thursday afternoon in Johnson hall library. The meeting was called by Dr. J. P. Kinard and Dr. H. M. Jarrell, professors of sociology and committee on student affairs; and a framing committee of five was appointed by Dorothy McConney, presenting officer of the convention.
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But the best we who were left here could do was invade the county fair grounds and content ourselves with eating hot dogs and cotton candy—dancing pencils in the ring and getting ourselves tossed around on the ride and other bump vehicles. The urge for excitement pricked hard; prompted feminine shrieks and yells at the operators to go faster—resulted in tangled hair and a longing for more.

And toward supper time, girls in dusty navy plodded back to a camp to be held at King's home economics supervisor. Miss Mary York, Miss Alma Bente-son, state superintendent of agriculture, Miss Virginia Black, Frances Payne, and Helen Harriss, mathematics majors. The Winthrop convention.
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